
 

AGNITO INTERNATIONAL - MARINE GARBAGE COMPACTORS 

Agnito International, Singapore is exclusive distributor for Bramidan A/S Denmark, Marine 
Compactors.  
Our compactors are built in Denmark factory with European quality standard supported by after sale 
warranty on parts and strong technical support from manufacturers. These compactors are quality 
product, with most completive cost and having standard Orgalime S 2000 warranty. 

Bramidan compactors are installed on all type of vessels and almost 107 units have been sold to 
major marine companies in past 18 months. Our major clients are BW shipping, Anglo eastern, Trom 
tankers, Union marine, Beltshipping Monaco, etc. We attached here leaflets on Bramidan BP2, B3 & 
X10 & DP16 standard models, most commonly used in marine shipping and off shore .  

 Bramidan Garbage compactors "Model Marine B  3   -  3.0 T press force and size 845 x 745 x 
1965 mm, best in size and suitable for all type of ships. Standard B3 model come with single 
phase  220 V but on request 3pahse 440V compactors can be produced. 

 Bramidan Garbage compactors "Model marine X 10 - 10 T press force and size 1315 x 1040 x 
1900 mm can be installed on any vessel. Standard model X10 comes with 3 phase 440 volts 
motor. 

 Bramidan BP2 standard model is portable model comes for semi wet garbage compacting 
with 1.5 T press and 1x 230 V. These machines are portable and can be locked at working 
position during operation. Compact design with dimension 1000x600x1800 MM. 

Top 2 marine models are highly recommended how ever In case you feel you need portable model 
you may go for our BP2 model. 

Other than standard models, X10 Compactors are   produced with   IP66 protection on request, with 
a cover that protects the electrical installations and the control box. This model with IP66 saves lots 
of hassle and cost on installation by just installing at any convenient place by on board crew 

Our compactors are in use satisfactorily on many ships of companies such as (name a few) 
1. BW shipping,  
2.Anglo eastern,  
3.Troms tankers,  
4.Belt shipping Monaco,  
5.union marine Singapore etc, 
 we look forward to your enquiry and support. 
 
For any inquiries please email: info@agnitoint.co 
or through our webpage: www.agnitoint.com 
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